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Introduction 

The vapour-liquid equilibrium of multicomponent non-ideal systems 
is scantily treated in the literature. This fact can be understood because, in 
case of a system containing more than three components, the analytical work 
connected with the equilibrium measurements becomes more difficult, and 
thus experimental work encounters serious difficulties. 

In case of multicomponent systems, the distillation computations are 
performed for key components [I, 2, 3]; the investigations that can still be 
performed with satisfactory accuracy are confined to systems containing 
at the maximum four components. Namely, in this case, starting from some 
exactly performed measurements, it is possible to determine the activity co
efficients characterizing the non-ideal behaviour of the system, and thus to 
determine the composition of the vapour which is in equilibrium with the liquid 
phase in the quaternary system, without eircuitom; work. in theoretical "way. 

The investigations described in the literature and relating to quaternary 
systems usually employ the two- and three-suffix )IARG L'LES equations, re
;;:pecti vely. deyeloppd by ,VOBL [4] for treating the expcrimental rcsults 
[5, 6, 7, 8]. The three-suffix :JIARGL'LES equation was ;mpplemented by :JIAREK, 

and to increase the correctness of the computation re;;:ults, he also deduced 
the four-suffix JIARGL'LES equations [9]. The four-suffix equations contain 
18 binary and 12 ternary constants and one quaternary constant, and their 
applicability is limited by Yery lengthy computations. 

In casc of ternary 8ystems, the three- and four-suffix :JIARGULES equations 
were successfully employed [10, ll] but our computations performed with 
the three-suffix quaternary MARGt.TES equation proved that this equation 
is not always suitable for correlation of the experimental data, due to lack 
of correctness [6, 7, 8]. 

Prompted by the aboye-mentioned points of yiew, the development 
of a quaternary equation was set as an aim which can relatiYely ea8ily be 
handled and vet yields a satisfactory correctness. . .. .. 
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The extension of the YAK L~AR equations, currently used in case ofbillary 
and ternary systems, to quaternary systems did not seem advisable because 
these equations are not generally yalid and their yalidity is determined by the 
llature of the corresponding sub-systems [12, 13]. 

Theoretical 

On the basis of the above considerations, thc deyclopment of thc thrpc
suffix SCATCHARD-HA:'IIER type equations for quaternary systems was de
cided. As is well-known, the SCATCHARD-HA:\IER type equations can bc de
veloped from the general ,VOHL equation by substituting yolume fractions 
for the quotipnt of the effectiye molal volumes. that is, for the so-called 1 
fractions. In this way, for deserihing the anomalistic pht'l1omena clne to 
mixing, further characteristics can be introduced in the equations without 
increasing the numher of constants to be experimentally determined. 

On deriving the equations, the definition of the SCATCHARD excess free 
enthalpy of mixing non-ideal sYi3tems was taken as a starting point. According 
to this definition, in a quaternary system composed of components i, j, It and l, 
considering the interaction of three adjoining molecules: 

::::" Zi Zj a if 
ij 

(1 ) 

From this equation, under isothermal and isobar conditions, the actiyity 
coefficient of component i can be calculated on basis of the foIlo,,-ing equation: 

(2) 

Accomplishing the operations indicated by cq. (1), after the dcydopment 
and performing the necessary reductions, the following equation 1" obtained 

/ 

2,303 HT :'~ 11 Xi 

i 

- 3z;;:,/,((jjl;+ 3;;;j;:'~((j!:f: 3;:,]z/Ujj!+ 3;:'j;:'1(( 

-;- 34;:'lal;l:I":" 3;;;1:;;;1((1:1/ 6:::i ;:'j=/,((ijk - 6;:,,;:'j;;;!aU' 

6zi ;;;/,;;;i a iU - 6;;;j;;;,,;:'I((jl;l 
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1 

The right side is to he multiplied by the coefficient 2,303::E qixi and the 
following symbols are to be introduced: i 

Aij = 2,303 (qJ(qi) [2Uij 3aijj] 

A ji = 2,303 qj [2a ij ~ 3aiij] 

4 .-? 303 ( ~( _) [? I 3 ] ,'iil: - -, , q,::q{, -aik i ail:l: 

4. -? 303 [') I 3 ] - 1:[ - ,,;,.,/, qk .... ail~ T aiil; 

Ail = 2,303 (q[:q,) [2ail - 3ail l] 

Ai, = 2,303 ql [2a d -- 3aiii ] 

A }i: 2,303 (qhqr)2 qj [2ajl: - 3aj ! J 
A I: j = 2,303 (qj'q;)2ql: [2a j !: i 3ajjd 

A, = 2.303 (q,.q_)2 q. [2a .. - 3a -I'] 
j I ~ iI! j -' I J I 

1 - ') 303 ( !)2 [9 ,- I i -, ~, q .. q, 0 I _a iI 
.j J!. 1. J' 

A,:, = 2,303 (qzlqi)2 qf: [2a!:I -+ 3awJ 

All: = 2,303 (qi:qif q, [2a!:1 -i--- 3al:l:l] 

Cif!; 2,303 (q/qJ q" [6a fjk + 2 (aij 

Cif.! = 2,303 (qIJq;) 1/ [6a ill ~ 2 (ail: 

ail: ajlJ] 

ail a"I)] 

Cfj ! 2.303 (Vq;) ql [6aU{ 2 (aij ~ ail -i-- ajl)] 

Cji:/ = 2,303 (q]q;) (1l;;qJ 11 [6aji: 2 (ap; ajl ar:l )] 

(4) 

After reducing and turning to common molar fractionE, the following 
expression is obtained: 

(5) 

+ XI; xr Aid Xi Xj XI: Cij/; + Xi Xj XI Cijl 

-;- Xi XI; XI Cikl + XjX" XI Cjkl ] 

If, instead of the mole fractions, mole numbers are used, eq. (6) is 
arrived at: 
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j Gt' 1 -- = -~-.--~-------- ---- --"---
RT Il; + (qjlq;) Il j + (q,;;q;) Ilk 

llYll,:A,:i-':""ll;1lkAiI: 1l1n[AIi+Il;llyAil+1lJ71!:Akj+ (6) 

+ llj Ilfo Aj!; 7171lIA[j 71 j 71
2
l Ajl 1l~71,AI!; 1l;:71rAk'+ 

+ Il; Il j Il!; C i j I; - 11 i Il j III C ; jl - Il; n f; 1l I C ifil ' 11 j 1l !; 111 C j I:! ] 

According to eq. (2), from this relationship the actiyity coefficient of the 
indiyidual components can be obtained by partially deriying eq. (6) with 
respect to the corresponding mole numbers. 

After deriving and performing the possible reductions, and returning 
to the z expressions, a5 well as after replacing the quotient qm/qll by Vm/V", 
the logarithm of the activity coefficit'n t of component i (component 1) is 
given hy the folIo'wing equation: 

log ;'1 = 2zi Z j (l-z;) (V1iV;) (V1 T)l /i - Z] (1- 2zJ WJ:Vj )2 Ai} ..J.... 

2zi Z,; (l--z,) W1.V;) (Vv T-,,) A f:; z~ (1- 2z;) (T'1 F,Y A if: + 
2z;z[ (l-z;) (F1Y;) (V1/VI) AIi z2,(1-2z;) (T-1;VY Aft-

- 2zj ZI: (VTi) (V1 r -,;) [ZI: (V]V,J Ai!: ..J.... Zj (VI Vj) A,;J -

2z}zl (Vi/V}) (T-L'f/;) [zl (T"1 VI) Aj; -~ z) (VIT) ArJ -

- 2zl;zl (T- Vd (VI/VI) [z/: (V1! V,.) All; + Z/ (V]/T-I) Ai;!] + 

(7) 

..J.... Zj;:;l: (1-2z,) (T/-]W;) (VI Vd CUI: z,. z, (1-2z;) (V IIT/-k) (V]/V;) C;u 

Zj ZI (1 2z,) (V]/V j) (VI T I)Ciil - 2zjz!;z, (V Vj) (VVf',;) (VIV/)Cj !! 

The acti'dty coefficit'nts rrlating to components j, k and I (components 
2, 3 and 4) can analogically be obtained hy deriying with respect to the mole 
numbers of the corresponding components or by cyclic permutation. As a matter 
of course, in the permutation only the factors haying suffixes i, j, k and I 
take part, those haying the suffix 1 cIo not. 

From equation (7), the equations relating to the ternary system composed 
of components i, j and k (1, 2 and 3) are obtained by omitting the members 
concerned with the eomponent I (component 4-). Thus, for a ternary 5ystem 
the following equation is ohtained: 

log i'i = 2z; Zj (l-z;) (V1;,VJ (VI:V i) Air + =] (1--2z;) WIVy Ai} 

2z; zd1 z;) (FlY') (FlY!;) Alei -;- Z[ (1-2z;) (V]Y,f Ail: 

- 2zj zdV;Vj) (VI V,,) [z" (rI/V,,) A j': Zj (F]lT) A"j] + 
Zj ZI: (1 2z;) (VI V) (V1;r-IJ Cijl: 

(8) 
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For a binary system, the equations are obtained by omitting the members 
relating to componenti' k and I : 

log /i '-= 2:;i :;](VI/VJ (VI! V) A ji (z1 Zi :;J) CV-lfVJ 2 Aij (9a) 

log;'j = 2Z7 Zj (VI !V ;) (VIiT/) Aij - (Z7-Z7 :;j) CVIfVi)2 A ji (9b) 

It can be seen that at the limiting value Xi = 0 the value of log )'i is not 
identical with the value of the constant A U' as in the case of the VAK LA.AR or 
}IARGULES equations, but similarly to the SCATCHARD HAlVIER equations 
known from the literature, the limiting value must be corrected with the 
quotient of the volume fractions. 

As can be seen in equations (8) and(9),therelationsderi,-ed for the binary 
and ternarv i'vstems are not fullv identical with the SCATcHARD-HA~IER . . . 
equations dpscribed in the literature [14l This conclusion can be clrawn from 
the fact that when developing the quaternary equations, on choosing the con
stants, the points of yiew of manageability of the quaternary system were 
primarily taken into consideration. 

Starting from binary and ternary equilibrium data, the deduced equations 
ensure the possibility for determining the vapour-liquid equilibrium of quater
nary 8vstf'mS with due accuracy. . - . 

Application of the developed eqnation 

In order to demonstrate the use of the developed quaternary equation 
computationi' were performed starting from the experimental data presented 
by DRICKA~1ER et al. [3] on the system isooctane-methylcyclohexane
toluene-phenol. 

First of all the constant,. of the corresponding binary 8ub-systems haye 
been determined: the results of the;;:e computations are summarized in Table 1. 

Tahle I 

Aij 0.3(1) .A ji 0,585 

Ai;: 0,053 -4/:i 0,060 

Ai{ 0.066 Aa 0.247 

A j,: -0.250 A kj 0.694 

Aj/ 0,423 Atj 0,263 

AI:/ 0.288 All: 0,300 

The binary constants of the developed modified SCATCHARD - HAMER 
equation were determined from the equilibrium data to be found in the liter
ature [3, 15, 16]. It has to be mentioned that the experimental data on the 
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system methylcyclohexane-toluene seem to be unreliable to a certain extent, 
recognizable from the different signs of the constants Ajk and Akj • 

The computations carried out on the corresponding binary systems with 
the aid of the constants listed above gave satisfactory results. 

In the interest to get the ternary constants data of only two ternary 
systems were to be found, namely those of the systems isooetane - toluene
phenol and methylcyelohexane-toluene- phenol, respectively [3]. Constants 
for the systf'l11S isooetane-methylcyelohexane-toluene and isooetane
methylcyelohexane-phenol were computed starting from the quaternary 
equilibrium isooctane - methy lcyelohcxane - toluene - phenol, with the aid 
of the new quaternary eqmrLion. 

The ternarY C0I18tanli' u;:;pd in '"he further calculation" are summarized 
in Tablf' Il. 

Tahle II 

Cijf: 0.77 Cif:l -- :2.9:2 

Cjki 8.10 CUi 2,90 

Cl:ii --:20,52 Clii: -U,:28 

Cijl 1 ~34· Cjf:l 1,28 

Cf1i 7.74 CUj 4,52 

C/ii 2,62 CUI; 3,67 

It is worth mentioning that the values of the individual ternary eon8tants 
depend on the ternary equation used for the computations, i. e. 

(10) 

depending on the fact whetlwr the equation for log ('h log '/j or log ;'1< has been 
u5ed. respectively. 

Based on the values of the corresponding binary and ternary constants 
computations were performed on the quaternary ;;ystem isooctane-methyl
cyelohexane - tol ucne - phenol. 

The results obtained compared with the experimental data of DRICK

A::\IER et al. [3] are presented in Table Ill. 

Tahle III 

."1 y:! ."3 y~ 

Temp. ,', x~ ''\"3 X,: ----
expo calc. {'ale. expo cale. 

110,0 0,204 0,177 0,182 0,437 0.437 0,370 0,416 0,066 0,023 

llL7 0,121 0.238 0,137 0,504 0.304 0,307 0,489 0,152 ' 0,057 0,047 

112,8 0,135 i 0,127 0,224 0,514 ! 0.390 0,394 0,284 0,264 0,064 0,055 

115,5 0,080 : 0,263 0,189 ' 0,468 0,188 0,210 0,526 0,114 0,074 0,061 

117.2 0,089 : 0,078 0,176. 0,657 0,406 0,469 0,249 0,211 i 0,081 0,132 
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The agreement in some cases is quite satisfactory; the deviations in 
certain points are probably due to analitical inaccuracies which might be de
monstrated by the scattering of the values of the activity coefficients in the 
quaternary data determined experimentally. 

Summary 

Starting from the SCATCHARD-type equation giving definition for the excess free Cll

thalpy, a three-suffix SCATCHARD-H_BIER type equation for quaternary systems was deduced 
which, by using the constants of the binary and ternary systems described below, makes 
possible the direct computation of the vapour-liquid equilibrium of non-ideal quaternary 
systems. The applicability of the developed equation ,,-as shown on the system isooctane
methylcyclohexane - toluene - phenol. 

Cij/: 

.JGE 

.JGE 
Vi 
R 
T 
(lij and fIijl:~ resp. 

it 

Symhols use!l 

constants of the SCATcHARD-H.BIER equation of the binar~
svstem 
constant of the SCATCHARD -- HA1lER equation of the ternary 
~V:::teln 

e:.ccess frep ('nthalpy of mixing per mole 
excess free enthalpy of mixing 
actual molecular volume of component i 
nniycrsal gas constant 
equilibrim';; temperature 
constants of the equations com-idering the interaction occurring 
,,-hen mixing the components i and j, and i, j and h, resp. 
effective molal volume of component i 
molar fraction of component i in the liquid phase 
effective ,-olume fraction of component i 
acth-ity coefficient of component i 
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